KANAMO PEAK TREK

Kanamo Peak Trek
OVERVIEW
WELCOME TO KANAMO PEAK TREK
Kanamo Peak Trek is one of the most beautiful valleys in the Western Himalayas. It is Experience a
wonderful and adventurous
nestled in the middle of a cradle-shaped vale below the Kanamo Peak . A
time at a gripping cost of Rs. 11,250- PP for
delight for trekkers, both in summer and winter.
7 days and 6 nights.
TREKKING ADVENTUROUS ACTIVITIES MEALS
During this trek you will experience view of Camping, Provide you all
Meadows and view of Himalayan Range which Trekking,
Meals from Day 1
gives a perfect natural view for some Sightseeing,
clickable memories Campfire & More Till the Summit Day
HIGHLIGHTS
Highlights: Natural View, Trekking, Thrilling walk over the ridge and much more.
Adventurous Activities: Camping, Trekking and Much More.
Duration: 7 days
Destinations: Kaonamo Peak Trek
Trip Cost: INR 12,250/- Per Person (Excluding 5% GST)
Trip Inclusions: Sightseeing, Accommodation (Camps), Equipment, Adventurous
Activities and Meals.
MEALS AT KANAMO PEAK TREK
BEST MEALS PROVIDED DURING THIS TREK
Eating proper meals on treks is a challenge to many. Your body works out so much that you are
tempted to gorge on all food available. Yet, over-eating could work against you while trekking.
So, our trek leaders and cooks plan best for you when it comes to a hygienic diet.
ITINERARY FOR KANAMO PEAK TREK PACKAGE :
1 DAY 1 MANALI TO KAZA
The Journey of Kanamo peak will start from the Manali, as Manali trekking is well known; it
includes lots of treks in its list.
So the trek will begin from Manali, and the drive from Manali will be held earlier as it will
take a little longer to reach Kaza it is 201Km away.
The conditions of the route as in the mountains it takes more than it seems to reach the
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destination, and in between the whole journey, you will take halts at least two times.
The route will pass by Rohtang where beholding the beauty of greens, and the mountains
will treat your eyes well, after Rohtang pass, the drive will be heading to Gramphu.
A mini town Gramphu that will showcase its beauty to you in a magical way, and later
Batal, after crossing Batal the vistas of Spiti valley will open up in front of you.
ITINERARY FOR KANAMO PEAK TREK PACKAGE :
2 DAY 2 KAZA TO KIBBER
The very next day you will start your journey of Kanamo Peak Trek from Kaza towards Kibber, the trip to this mesmerizing trek will not let you keep calm as each step you will take
will show you something unique, the whole journey will be a fantastic experience for life.
The starting point towards a beautiful journey has been started, so the 2nd day from Kaza
village you will move to Kimber where in between you will pass by ki. Where you will
witness the Ki monastery that is the biggest monastery of Spiti Valley, and the religious
training center for the Lamas, all the way from Ki we will head towards Kimber.
Wherein between you will pass by a tricky path, but the view along the way will turn your
mood on for the upcoming adventure that is still folded, Kanamo Peak Trek will be the
most memorable trek for any of the trekker in their journey of Himachal Trekking.
The cold breeze throughout the way will touch your face and show you it’s the power of
mother nature, in between the journey you will take the halt so that you can gain up all
your energy as it the trip will be little long in the tricky areas.
You also will be able to witness the Himalayan ibex on your way, and the whole areas have
a narrow road that you have to cross, the scenario of the area is so engaging that it won’t
let you distract yourself from admiring the beauty of it.
3 DAY 3 ACCLIMATISATION AT KIBBER
ITINERARY FOR KANAMO PEAK TREK PACKAGE :
4 DAY 4 KIBBER TO KANAMO BASE CAMP
4th day will be a trekking day, so it would be better to take a proper sleep the 3rd day, and
the trek will start by 4th day from Kibber to Kanamo Base Camp, that would be Moderate
trek but with little tricky patches, and bends. The area is loaded with the dry grasses, and
deserts that somehow will give you a challenging long day trek, while you will start the
trek from Kibber, it would be an adventure as well as the exciting journey, the desert.
The border landscape will seem so surprising, and the trip will let you know that in the
world of wonders a human is a small creature only. Therefore you can understand the
beauty of the Himalayas and the beauty of Manali Trekking destinations as Kanamo Peak
trek itself. A slow descent will later follow the total ascent for the first 3 hours on a whole 6
to 7 hours trek; The entire trail will go through the small villages where witnessing the native culture will be exotic.
It would be the best location for the photographers to capture the beautiful pictures,
along with that the flourishing harvest fields and mountains lakes will look like beautiful
scenery. The whole route is covered with beautiful flowers, and the Brahma Kamal that sets
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four moons in the destination, and the entire mountain range that will look so mesmerizing with the sky that will seem so near to you, where you will see yourself, somewhere in
the paradise.
The most basic thing that will make you lead your path the whole day will be your water
intake so make sure you will keep at least 2 liters of water with you, though on the way
you will find some lakes to fill your bottles
ITINERARY FOR KANAMO PEAK TREK PACKAGE :
5 DAY 5 KANAMO BASE CAMP TO KANAMO PEAK AND BACK
The 5th day when the sun will rise and the sky will change its color, the adventure that will
remain the same for life will come to your way, the strong winter feel will be there, and the
demon of cold can go inside. So it would really be better to layer yourself properly, so 5th
day will be the one when you will really do the real adventure in the lap of Himalayas, you
will wake up and have your breakfast, you will start your trek, and later on you will find the
magnificent vistas of snow-capped mountains, and the landscapes.
The whole trek towards summit will be the blend of steep ascent, and relaxing flat walk on
the other side, later in the rise of 7 hours you will feel tired and so the halt will be taken
wherever you will feel comfortable as it would be little challenging way.
On the tricky pathways, it would be better to step up wisely, and it is essential to take
careful steps and avoid falling; therefore, it would be better to listen to the trek guide in
the whole journey.
The whole journey from the Kanamo Base Camp to Kamano Peak Trek will be spinetingling, along with that it would also hard because of tricky patches, boulders, and rough
path but eventually the view will be so mesmerizing that will blow your mind the whole
Kinnaur-Lahaul-Spiti valley in front of you will be so admirable, from the Kanamo Peak you
will also witness the renowned passes as Parang La and Pin Parvati, and in the back side of
Kanamo Peak you will witness the splendid vista of massive glacier.
Later on, the descent from the Kanamo Peak towards Kanamo Base Camp will be easy to
moderate and take approx 5 hours.
ITINERARY FOR KANAMO PEAK TREK PACKAGE :
6 DAY 6 KANAMO BASE CAMP TO KIBBER AND DRIVE BACK TO KAZA
On the 6th day, you will drive back to Kaza from Kanamo Base Camp; initially, there will be
trekking from Kanamo Base Camp to Kibber, you will capture every memory in your heart
and take it back with you.
the whole journey of Kanamo Peak Trek will make you remember it for life, as it is not the
normal trek, though each destination in Himachal trekking cannot allow a person to forget
the experience, after reaching Kibber you will drive back to Kaza. The path is full of beautiful brilliance with a fascinating backdrop of the mountains left behind.
7 DAY 7 KAZA TO MANALI
The adventure towards Manali will begin from Kaza; The arrival venture is very nostalgic as you
drive through familiar places landscape. On the off chance that you are investing more energy
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in Spiti previously or after the trek (all alone), go over the Spiti stream. There are lovely towns
like Rangrik, with a gigantic Buddha statue on a mountain, Pagmo and so on come into view.
You can likewise visit Hikkim, which has the world's most noteworthy post office. Somewhere
else to visit is the Key religious community, one of the large sanctuaries in this area. In transit,
you will see the perfect town of Chicham, which is associated with the street by a pulleyworked trolley. And this will be the last day in the lap of Himalayas and as you will return with a
lot of memory, remember to keep this for life, and you will not be in doubt that this Himachal
trekking journey will always be close to your heart.
INCLUDED AND EXCLUDED
INCLUDED IN THE PACKAGE: EXCLUDED FROM THE PACKAGE:
First night dinner and accommodation Transportation cost (to reach base camp or
in guest house. ride in between trekking).
After summit breakfast before All meals & additional cost during
transportation. transportation.
All time meals and snacks during trek. Trekking stick, warm clothes, trekking shoes.
Experienced trek leader and guides. Trekkers have to carry their bags during
trek.
First aid kit.
For accommodation comfortable tents If you wish to offload your backpack, there
during trek. will be an additional charge of Rs. 2,100 +
5% GST. The backpack cannot weigh more
Equipment's and Gears for trekking.
than 9 kgs. Suitcases/strollers/duffel bags
Daily Medical Checkup. will not be allowed. Please note that charges
Certified Porters and Cook. will vary for last minute offloading in case
Mules for offloading (Chargeable). you decide to offload your bag after reaching the basecamp (Rs. 2,400 + 5% GST).
Online offloading in advance is possible up
to two days prior to the trek start date.
Everything which is not mentioned in
included is excluded.
IMPORTANT THINGS TO CARRY FOR THIS TREK:
GEAR: CLOTHING:
1 backpack (50-60 liters) with rain 2 pairs of pants
cover
3-4 T-shirt with long sleeves
1 rain cover for you
2 Shirts with long sleeves
1 pair Floaters or slippers
1 Jacket
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1 water bottles
1 waterproof, wind-proof jacket (Please
1 Lunch Box make sure this is a warm jacket and not just
a windcheater.)
A pair of trekking shoes or
waterproof sports shoes 2 pairs thermals (uppers and lowers)
3 pairs socks
ESSENTIALS:
1-2 pairs woolen socks
Cap
Woolen cap
Sunglasses
Woolen gloves
Cold cream
1 woolen scarf
Lip balm
Extra cotton bags
FOR TOILET AND BATHROOM
We use hygienic dry toilet tents during trek because of minimum water availability.
Carry additional things by yourself like hand sanitizers, wet wipes, tissues etc.
EQUIPMENTS AND GEARS PROVIDED BY US
GEARS AND EQUIPMENTS: MEDICAL KIT:
Comfortable Tents for 3 persons BP checker
Sleeping bags (-10o to -15o degrees )
Blood Pulse Checker
Liners for warming sleeping bags
Stature
Warming Mattresses
Oxygen level checker
Ice axe
Crampon - micro-spikes Oxygen Cylinder
Gaiters All necessary medicines
Harness – Petzel
Ropes
Toilet tent
Dinning Tent
Kitchen Tent
MONITORING HEALTH ON A TREK
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Blood Pressure levels will be checked once every day. Health care, Medication, pulse rate
checker, Health card are included. Every trekker will get a health checkup. Trek leader will
check your pulse, heart and oxygen levels and will mention it in your health card.
FOR MORE DETAILS YOU CAN VISIT ON THE FOLLOWING LINK :
Terms and Conditions Page: https://bit.ly/2Ahn2hf
TREKVEDA COMMUNITY
WEBSITE TWITTER INSTAGRAM
YOUTUBE LINKEDIN FACEBOOK
9821325153/54/56
We Hope that you have the best trekking experience
info@trekveda.com https://trekveda.com 9821325153/54/56
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